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Fingertips is conceptualized to offer data-centric, cutting-edgeFingertips is conceptualized to offer data-centric, cutting-edge
technical solutions and training to the clients as well as students thattechnical solutions and training to the clients as well as students that
can help to excel in their businesses. We have carved a niche forcan help to excel in their businesses. We have carved a niche for
ourselves by offering powerful, comprehensive IT solutions that serveourselves by offering powerful, comprehensive IT solutions that serve
the core purpose. Organizations and enterprises collect data fromthe core purpose. Organizations and enterprises collect data from
various sources. However, this vast pool of data can be used to makevarious sources. However, this vast pool of data can be used to make
superior decisions and offers to the targeted audience. With our sheersuperior decisions and offers to the targeted audience. With our sheer
expertise in data science, IoT, AI and Machine learning domain, weexpertise in data science, IoT, AI and Machine learning domain, we
offer tailored, high-end solutions to our clients that are unparalleled.offer tailored, high-end solutions to our clients that are unparalleled.
We have a team of experts who stay updated with the latestWe have a team of experts who stay updated with the latest
technological trends and resources and practice them in a real-timetechnological trends and resources and practice them in a real-time
environment to bring out the best outcomes. Integrity, transparencyenvironment to bring out the best outcomes. Integrity, transparency
and quality are the three pillars that define us.and quality are the three pillars that define us.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/fingertips-8725http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/fingertips-8725
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